
 

 

Some people say that now we can see films on our phones or tablets there is no 
need to go to the cinema. Others say that to be fully enjoyed, films need to be seen 
in a cinema. Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.  
 
Opinions are diversifiedThere are diverse opinions as to on whether or not one 
should to enjoy movies and on phones or in at the cinema. In this essay, both views 
will be discussed and followed by my opinion.In my opinion, despite the financial 
benefits of staying home to watch movies, the entire cinema experience is required 
for full enjoyment. 
 
On the one hand, watching movies at home is economical and a convenient in a lot 
of ways. These days, mobile phones enable us to stream and watch any movies 
with very low paymentfor very low subscription fees.; Tthe movies on these 
streaming platforms are well collected organized and diversified in chronoligal 
Chronicle orders and by nationalitiescountry of origin., Which This convenience 
offers an individual an opportunityies to choose our their most wanted movies and 
the personal autonomy to play backward when a number of plots are omittedpause, 
rewind, fast forward, adjust the sound to their liking, and generally customize the 
experience. MoreoverFor instance, watching a movie on a phones can neglect 
bypass the limitations of certain occasions. We A person can even watch a movies 
at waiting rooms while waiting for their train or while drivings. 
 

On the other hand, the cinema’s facilities and services are more pleasantcreate a 

better overall viewing experience when watching big movies. For example, 
productions the productions values from Disney or Marvel films, such as Spider- 
Man and Iron Man, which embody great expression in their back ground music, 
should be watched in cinemas because cinemas are installed typically equipped 
with Du bi auditsurround sound system which can create more advanced acoustic 
effects. AlsoFurthermore, cinemas can provide better services to promote watching 
film enjoyment a range of services and features to enhance the viewing experience. 
Cinema, with the assistant of mega greenslarge screens such as at the IMAX 
theaters and  with special glasses, when watching 3 D or 4 D movies, they will 
allow audiences to believe what presented on-screen iswill have a more authentic 
experience,  and feel they are in such situationtruly immersed in the world of the 
movie. In some theaters today,Sometimes  there are is artificial thunder lightning lights and 
simulated breezeswind breezing, which transforms such feeling more authentic. 
Therefore, it is fully enjoyed being in the cinemacontributes to an overall more 
authentic, exciting and ultimately memorable experience. 
 
Check with my sample answers : https://howtodoielts.com/recent-ielts-writing-
topics-2021/ 
 
4 paragraph structure – intro – one side – other side - conclusion 
 
In my opinion, iIt is better to go the cinema to watch movies. These days watching 
movie is more than merely understanding the plots as, the whole entire film industry 
are is trying to adapt exploit new technologies that can providefor better visual and 
sound effects whose requirement to cinema facilities is becoming challenging. 
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Therefore, even the best cinema has to upgrade its equipments to meet with such 
innovative developments. Since what is evolving in films can be only found in 
cinemas, people should go to the cinema to enjoy movies. 
 
In conclusion, though watching movies on the phone this is convenient and cheap, 
to achieve full enjoyment of sound and viewing in movies, cinemas with special 
equipments and services is are more worthy visiting.  
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Task achievement: 7 
Cohesion/Coherence: 6 ideas become unclear, issues substituting and referencing, 
paragraphing 
Vocabulary: 6/7 some major mistakes with collocations that make it hard to 
understand 
Grammar: 6 lots of little mistakes, good complexity – hard to understand 
Overall: 6/6.5 
 
speaking is not sentences – phrase – phrase 
writing is sentences 
 
 
Children spend a lot of time playing computer games rather than playing sports. 
Why has this happened? Do you think it is a positive or negative development? 
 
 
There is a common belief that the time children spend more time on computer 
games is morerather than that of exercises.  In this essay, causes of this will be 
discussed from digitalisation and urbanisation aspectsIn my opinion, this is because 
of advances in technology and mass migrations to urban areas, and I think it is a 

positive development for children’s future. 

 
Time and a loss of natural fields are two main reasons for this situationThe two 
main reasons for this situation are loss of time and a natural environment. Since the 
last two decades our society has been incresinly approaching to a computer-based 
era, where tasks,  such as move online payments and the study from home, are 

integrated with children’s growth and acquisition of digital usage. Therefore, 

children raised up under such conditions are original residence of digital 
periodmore at ease in the digital world, which in turn stimulates their way of  having 
fun in computerisationin turn makes them less comfortable in the real world. Also 
Furthermore, in order to satisfy the requirements of increased urbanisation, our 
governments have a transformed many natural fields into commercial or industrial 
land. On such lands, new apartments and office-shopping complexes are 
constructed, leading to more private vehicles drove being driven to cities and 
causing more road casualties accidents than ever before. Concerned parents 

cConsidering their children’s security safety parents may prefer to keep children 
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playing at home, and in that such cases, computer games are a priorityare a more 
likely habit.  
 
 
Overall this is beneficial because it can aid a child’s education and potential later 
career. Children today are living in a digital era and familiarity with technology will 
only help them more in the future.  learn about early on – coding – work.  
 
I think it is beneficial for children to play more computer games as long as that there 
is are time limitation limits to guarantee preserve their physical health. Because the 
world is unstoppably unavoidably heading to an era of big data time where all tasks 
heavily need integrated human resources  who have insights into and knowledge of 
artificial intelligence. Playing computer games provides a moreearly access stuff 
forinitiation  children to basic computer skills such as typing and decoding which I 
can later become essential knowledge in a variety of work contextsing places. also, 
When playing these games cchildren games call andmust also use teamwork 
usually to complete a game multipliersto compete at a high level and maximize their 
coordinated efforts should be coordinated and that can be a rehearsal for future 
group project-based a careersoft skills at work. 
 
In conclusion, it is digitalisation the digical age and organisation urbanization that 
leads to more time on computer games rather than sports.  I believe that because it 
is related relevant forto better improved future job competitionprospects, so this 
phenomenon is a good positive on the wholeone. 
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You recently organised an all-day meeting for your company, which took place in a 
local hotel. In their feedback, participants at the meeting said that they liked the 
hotel, but they were unhappy about the food that was served for lunch. 
Write a letter to the manager of the hotel. 
In your letter: 
say  
what the participants liked about the hotel 
explain why they were unhappy about the food 
suggest what the manager should do to improve the food in future 
Write at least 150 words. 
 
 
You do NOT need to write any addresses. 
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Dear madam or sir, 
 
Thank yous for your taking the time to read my letter. I am writing to let you know 
that the audit conference I organized for my company and hold held in your hotel 
was very successful, and the participants really liked enjoyed the experience of 
your hotel. They We greatly admired the conference hall for for its space and 
perfect gentle artificial nightlighting. AlsoMoreover, the hotel staff were extremely 
welcoming and helpful by and organisorganizeding everything into with great 
caredetail and always trying to be helpful and every corner of the hotel. I would like 
to thank you for such efforts, but however I also received some feedback on the 
food dissatisfactionI must mention. 
 
Participants were unhappy about the food generally. In their feedback a few of them 
my co-workers said that they were either allergic to seafood or diabetics against 
sugar.  ButWe informed the hotel beforehand but the  food served to them 
contained those ingredients, so they were very stressed when eatinghad to abstain 
from eating for most of the conference. Also Furthermore, most of themstaff 
believed that the food portions was were too large to eat all, so there was a lot of 
leftovers which made participants feel guilty for such wastingwaste.  
 
In this letter I would like to give provide my humble suggestions on this issue. First, 

please check guests  ’food requirements before serving dishes, in case that there 

will be ill prepared peopleare individuals who are vulnerable to certain foodhave 
particular food requests. Secondly, when preparing food for huge conferences, I 
hope you can give a consideration would consider installing to a nice buffet,  
because in such condition guests can then choose their dishes at their needto their 
requirements. Hopefully, my two suggestions will workfurther improve the 
experience at your hotel. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Xxx 
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You work at home and have a problem with a piece of equipment that you use for 
your job.  Write a letter to the shop or company which supplied the equipment.  In 
your letter, describe the problem with the equipment, explain how this problem is 
affecting your work,  say what you want the shop or company to do Write at least 
150 words.  You do NOT need to write any addresses.  Begin your letter as follows:  
Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Dear Sir or madam 
 
Thanks for your time to read my letter. I am writing to let you know that there is a 
serious problem with my working computer purchased at your store, which has 
seriously deterred my job. It was running well, until I upgraded the computer system 

on your requirement. From then, every time I recorded data and clicked “save 

document”, my computer became blue-screened. 
 
This has already wasted a lot of my time efforts to re-type and re-do my work. 
Because of my delay in handing in documents, the whole project efficiency has 
been slow down. Also, my working mood is fluctuated with high alert, worrying the 
blue screen will show up in the middle of process. 
 
I would like your company to send an engineer to check whether there is a bug with 
the software or damage on the hardware, and please help me to reinstall a new 
system to guarantee my work going smoothly. If the problem cannot be solved, I 
prefer to replace this old computer with a new one at a reasonable price. 
 
I am looking forward to your early reply. Please contact me as soon as possible. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Doris 
 
 
 
 
 


